Smart Environmental Limited
Gantry Skip Bin Hire Terms & Conditions
In these Terms, "us" “our” or "we" or “SEL” means Smart Environmental Limited,
and “you”, “your” or “the Customer” means our customer, who has purchased and received the ‘Service’
1. Delivery: We will do our best to supply the skip bin Service on the day requested. Each Branch may have a cut-off
time for orders to be received to accommodate your delivery day request. Your local branch will contact you
directly to confirm delivery availability and timing.
2. Hire term: The standard term for short term skip Service rental is for six days; pick-up will be automatically
scheduled on the seventh day. If you need to adjust the removal date, please advise at the time of booking and
we will endeavour to accommodate this.
3. Extension: If you require an extension to the 7-day hire period please contact us to organise. There may be
additional fees for extra rental days, and this will be discussed with you at the time of your extension request
4. Removal: If your removal date falls on a weekend or public holiday, the bin Service removal will be scheduled for
the next working day following that date, unless otherwise discussed with you by one of our staff.
5. Payment must be made by Credit Card or bank transfer at the time of placing the Service order
6. The quoted price is subject to the weight not exceeding the stated threshold. Excess weight over the stated
threshold will be charged at the stated nominal weight charge or part thereof.
7. For health and safety reasons, Loads must not be higher than the sides of the bin. Overfull skips will not be
removed from the site until they are made safe
8. If the driver arrives to Service (deliver, exchange or remove) the bin and cannot for any reason (access blocked,
customer not ready for delivery/removal, bin over-full etc) an additional charge of $100.00 + GST will apply.
9. The bin must NOT contain Tyres, Asbestos, Liquid Paint, Chemicals, Vehicle Batteries, Gas Bottles, Oil, Dangerous
Goods, Polystyrene and any other toxic or hazardous waste.
10. Hardfill (concrete, tiles etc) can only be removed in 3m3 bins due to weight restrictions and it must not contain
any general waste material.
11. Clean fill (soil, dirt etc) can only be removed in 3m 3 bins due to weight restrictions and it must not contain any
general waste material.
12. General waste bins must not contain any Clean Fill or Hard Fill material
13. In confirming your booking, you acknowledge the following
a. The site access is free from obstacles (including any overhead cables)
b. There is sufficient space available for the truck to place the bin and that the ground is capable of handling
the weight of the truck without damaging any hard standing or becoming stuck (allow 10 tonne)
c. Smart Environmental Limited will not be liable for any damage resulting from the vehicle entering your
site apart from any negligent committed act by the driver
14. Skips placed on site are not to be re-positioned.
15. The bin delivered may vary from that shown on our website. The volume of the bin will match what has been
selected (Unless otherwise discussed with you directly) however the dimensions and shape may differ.
16. Privacy: You authorise us to collect, keep and use personal information you provide to us to process payment for
our Service, or for any other purpose that you authorise. We comply with the Privacy Act 1993, and you have the
right to access and correct any personal information we hold about you (there may be a reasonable charge for
this).

